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Introduction 
The question, “Is this space normal?” is commonly asked by general topologists 
and often the proof of normality involves Martin’s axiom (in short MA), an axiom of 
set theory which can consistently be added to the usual ones. Concerning MA and the 
basic set-theoretic and topological notfL:.::i;; we follow [3, 7. 91. 
In this paper we develop a uniform method for proving normality of spaces using 
MA. Using this method we can obtain results which were first proven by clever but 
diverse arguments. Section 1 gives the technical emmas. Section 2 develops some 
important definitions and states the key Theorem 2.3. In Section 3, we sho-~.* how 
known results follow from Theorem 2.3. As wel!, Sect. ior, 3 discusses another rn&‘ilod 
of obtaining normality results, that of Alster and Brzymusinski [161, and shows that 
our method extends theirs. Set? ion 4 gives new results. 
Two disjoint sets A and B in a space X are said to be separated if neither of them 
contains a limit point of the other, i.e. A’ n B = A n B = 0. If K and A are arbitrary 
cardinals we denote by S(K, A 1 the class of aii spaces X satisfying the following 
property: whenever t(\ and are separated subsets of X such that A is the unisn of 
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< K compact sets and B is the union of < A compact sets, then A. and B have disjoint 
neighborhoods in X. 
For example S(w, to) is the class of fitiUi,_. -*edorff spaces, S(o, 00) the class of regular 
spaces and S(OO, a~) the class of hereditarily normai spsces. Since normal spaces are 
missed, we use N(K, A) to-deri6te the class df spaces in which atly tvk disjoint cIosed 
sets A and jsy with A being the uGon of ( K and .B the union of c A compact sets, 
have disjoint neighborhoods. 
If & and 99 are families of se& we say that G family % separates disjoint members of 
SB and 3 provide.3 that for any A E & and B E 93 with A n B = 8, there is a C E %? 
such that AcC and BnC=fl. 
1. Technical lemnw 
The following rather technical-looking lemma% &e main result of this paper. All 
the later results on normality are more or less immediate consequences to it, 
Main lemma I.1 (MA). Suppose X is a topological space; H and K QW separated 
subsets of X of cardinalities < 2”, moreover & 3, and % are families of subsets of X 
with properties (i)-[iii) below : 
(i) both & and 93 are fumilies of closed subsets of X and are closed under finite 
unions ; 
(ii) every point h E H (k E K) has a neighborhood basis consisting of members IA: 
(39, respectively >; 
(iii) ‘% is countable and separates disjoint members of & and 3. 
Then H and K have disjoint neighborhoods in X. 
Proof. Let 9 be the set of all pairs (A, B) satisfying A E .P#, B E 38 and the condition 
(*I AnB=AnK=BnH=@ 
Consider the “natural” partial order G on Sp defined by (A, B) G (A’, B’) ifl A 3 A’ 
and B 3 B’. It is immediate from the definition and (i) lthat two pairs <A, B) and 
(A’, B’) are compatible in (9, s) if (A u A’)n (6 u 5’) = 8. 
Next WII: show that (9, 6) is CCC. In fact, much more is true, namely (9, ej is 
a-centered, i.e. it is the union of countably many centered subsets. (9 c 
centered if any finite subset of 22 i.. compatible.) Indeed, for any ,Q E % put 
9 (C) = {(A4, B) E P: A c C c X\B}. Now it is obvious that every 9 (C) is centered, 
while @ = I J(.S(C): C e %} follows immediately from (iii), 
For each hcH (kEK) put 93~=((A,B)~B:h~1ratA} ( 
{(A, B,b E 9’: k E Int B}, respectively). We c 
(Sk) is dense in (9, =Z >. To see this pick h E 
by (ii) there is a neighborhood A’ E &of h 
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(AwA”,B)G(A,B)and hr which shows that 9$, is indeed dense. By 
o obtain a set % c 9 which is (9, +-generic 
V = 8. Moreover, for every 
l[nt U, consequently H c 
of the lemma. 
lemma the condition fH u K I< 2” could 
e the union of less than 2” 
Now we turn to the a~p~~c~tions~f the main lemma. We recall that an outer base 93 
of the subspace Y in a space X is a family of sets qxn in X such that for every p E Y 
borhood U of p in X there is a I? E with p E B c U. The smallest 
cardinal of such an outer base is the outer weight of Y in X, denoted by W( YfX). 
Theorem 1.3 Q A). Let X ba a wgu!ar sp- .Y and H, K be two separated subsets of X 
H 1p Kf < 2” and w(k! i .%T) s ~1). 7%~JZ Hand K haue disjoint neighborhoods in X. 
Proof. Let X bc x countable outs- base for H in X and X be an arbitrary outer base 
) the family of all finite unions of closures of sets in S?(Z). 
he regularity of X we can see that every condition of the 
main lemma is satisfied, with the choice %’ = &. 
Since every countable subset of a first countable space has countable outer weight 
we get the following result. 
cortmry 1e 4 A). If X is regular and first countable and 1x1~ 2”, then X is 
pseudonormlt FJ. 
The last result was obtained (in a difkrent way) by Vail Douwen [ 1 ] and Vaughan. 
~~~r~~ I.5 (MA). Let X be a set and T. p &e ropol.~~gics OPI X with the following 
~~o~e~t~es : 
(0 p is G; 
69 a=% 
hbourhuod ba * nsistirag of p -conpxi sets ; 
““y % of sets w mates disjoinu p-compact sets. 
2p I. Juh.&z*. WC wifiiss } lld&tiq’s t&%&p iiti tuvmdity 
Roof. Let &F and lf be, r-separated sets, both the union of <2” campact sets. 
clearly, Pf we put ti = @ = (the ‘family ‘of ail p-compact sets}, and % is as in (4), then 
the,main lemma can be applied, hence W and K have disjoint r-neighborhoods, 
3. Useful: deiinitions 
In view of condition (4) in Theorem 1 S, it is natural to ask: when does a countable 
family exist for a topology p, separating disjoint p-compact sets? In this section we 
examine asufficient condition for this, namely the existence of a countable stron 
e-base, which will then be used in all the applications below. 
Definlthm 2.1. A family Spof open sets in a space X is called u (smng) #&se for X 
if for any two distinct points p, q E X there is an S E Sp with p E S and qti S (qe $ 
resp.). 
DefWion 2.2# If T, Q are two topologies on a set X, T is lscaNy g-compact iff every 
p E X has a r-neighborhood base consisting of p-compact sets. 
Theorem 2.3. If T, p are two topologies on a set X with the foilowing pmperties: 
(1) 73% 
(2) (X, r) is Cocaily p-compact, 
(3) (X, p} kas ct countable strong e-base, then (XI 7)~ S(2”, 2”). 
Proof. The proof is immediate from Theorem 1 .S and the fact that if 
strong $-base for (X, p) and $9’ is the set of all finite unions of finite intersections of
members of Y, then 59’ separates disjoint p-compact sets. 
Nnte that whereas the theorem speaks of two topologies 7, p on X, it is also 
interestiq in the case r = p. 
Next we look for conditions assuring the existence ofa countable strong e-base for 
a space. The following proposition is due to V, Holsztynski, cf. [6]. 
reposition 2.4. rf a T’z space X has a csuntubte network, then it has Q countdde 
strong $-base. 
In [8] G. Reed and Ph. Zenor have shown that every Moore space of size 6 2@ has 
a countable +-base (or as they call it, a point separating open cover\. it can be 
that thic can not be improved so as to get a countable stron +base in every 
space of cardinafity 6 2Y Indeed, by running through “Reed’s machine”’ (see e.g. 
[14]) the space of the countable ordinals, we get a counterexample. 
normal iMoore (in particular for metric) spaces this stronger result is valid in view of 
the following simple result. 
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Le 2.5. If a perfectly normal space X has a countable $-base, it has a countable 
strong @-base, too. 
f. Let 9 be the count&e #-base. By perfect normality for every S E 9’ there is a 
) of’open subsets f S sucl~ that S = u( i’z T E 9(S 
sultt can also be eonsidere as a partial strengthening of the 
rned with specistt rees. A tree is considered here with 
pact) tree topology, see e. . [9]. We also assume :hat a41 trees 
orfi, i.e. that distinct members of a limit height have different 
ciai if it is the union of countably many antichains. 
tree is special if and only if it is a Moore space. 
Lemma 2.6. Let (TV !k a special tree with 1 TI s 2Y Then T has a courztable strong 
+-base. 
tif. Since T is special we can write T = iJi_ Ai, where each Aj is an antichain. 
IVow for any x E T and k E w let z(x, k) denote tht: < -smallest member of 
This set is always non-empty. (Here x^ = {y E T: y <A}.) Next put 
Clearly, then V(x, k) is an open neighbor hood of x in T. It is obvious from the 
definition that, far any x and k, if t E V(x, k) then z (t, k j = z (x, k), consequently if 
V(x,k)n V(y, k)d thm z(x, k)=t(y, k). Now for each z E T put V’: = 
l,J( V(x, k): z(x, k)= z} and let & = { V:: t E T}. Then & is a disjoint collection of 
open subsets of T with l&l G 2”. 
But then the same “indexing technique” used in [8j isee also E9]) yields us another 
c4.Alectian af open cets such that o and W;, strongly separates the same 
p&s of points at; & Goes e. if PI, p2~T and piE ViEa, for i=l,2 with 
Vi CI Vz = 113 then there are t, Wz E 3Vk with pi E Wi and WI n Wz ~0). In 
p8lrticutar let @: +{irratianats} be one-to-one. For each rational number q? let 
WZ= (VE&: Q(V)<q} and 
1 
4 = E&: @(vpqj. 
Let =(Wd:qEQandiE2): 
Thus to finish the proof it weal s
3”’ there is a k E o such that Z(X, 
P 
I<* 
Q show th nt for each pair of distkt points X, 
z (y, k) i.e. x and y are separated ‘L y disjsir t 
parable, say x -C y, a,J k: E phi, 
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then atty k > i will wo& while if x ndl y ate incomparable; then 16 A 9 has a Iar 
element, say z, and if z E Aj, then again any k > i is as required. 
We could not decide the following question: Does every locally compact Moore 
spacex‘ with :1X1 g 2Y have a countable strong #-base? 
The following result yields us yet again’s different condition for a space to have 
countable strong J/-base, 
* - 
Lemk2.7. A separable space X wiz21 a reg4ar Ga diagonal has a countabk mong 
$&w. (A set Hirt a space is a regular Ga set if there are ;apen sets (GM : n E o) skl~h that 
H = mC,: n E O} = f-j{& n E 01.) 
Proof. By Theorem 1 of Zenor [15] there is in X a sequence ( :tzew)0f open 
covers uch that if x and y are distirct points of X then there are an n E o and Q 
sets U and V containing x and y respectively such that ne member of intersects 
both U and V. Now let ,# be a countable dense subset of X. We claim that the 
countable collectkn 
P={st(p, %&):p~SandnE~ti} 
is a strong #-base for X. Indeed, pick distinct x, y E X, and n E o, U, V be chosen as 
above. Let G be a member of %,, containing x. Then U A G if@, hence there is a 
pESnUnG.NowP=st~,~~)~~withxEPandsincep~W,everyG’~ with 
p E G’ is disjoint from V. Consequently we have Pn V = 8, i.e. y& p, which was to ix 
shown. 
The next result is simple, :,ut very useful. 
Lemma 2.8. If svery space &Yi (i E W) has a countable stung $-base, theR SQ does their 
product X = X(X,: i E u). 
The prcsf is obvious. 
Finally we prl3ve a result which fits in this section and we rhlnk it is quite 
interesting, however it has no relation with the main theme of this paper. 
eorem 29. Let (X, T) be a perfectly narmal space. Tla$4Y is a s bit? metrJ2 
topology p on X weaker tharz T if and only if T has a caunrable (strong) &base. 
Necessity is obvious. To show 
9 for ~5 By perfect normality we can 
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If $?& has already been definld let 
is the tmniiy of aff finite intersections of members of %$. We claim that the 
mountable funill 
ar ?“+I$ hence separable metrizable, topology p on X. It is & size 
Regufaritv foflows immediately from the construction. 
The next result follows immediately from Theorem 2.3. 
Coraky 3.1 (MA). The Cantor tree, the bubble space arrd for each n the nth power of 
the Smgenfky line belong to S(2”, 2”) (cf. [9, IC, 12:). 
Cam- 3.2 (MA). Let X be a separable metric space and X(.X) Se the space c’,’ its 
compact s?&szts with the Pixley-Roy topology (cf. [2]). Then %(X)E S(2”, 2”) cf. 
[9,2, II]. 
hroof. This follows in a straightforward manner from theorem 2.3 where r is the 
Pixley-Roy topology and p is the Vietoris (i.e. hyperspacc) topology on .:he closed 
subsets of any metric compactifkation of X. See, for example IlS]. 
Cw&uy 3.3 (MA). For each n E o let X,, be LP locally compact nornxl Moore space 
(e.g. metric) and X = B{X,,: n E o) be their box product. Then X E S(2”, 2&‘). 
f. Since in a locally compact Moore space any set of size G 2” i ; contained in an 
opan set of size G 2W, v#e can assume that IXn 1 G 2” for each n E 01. Row api?l y 
“i’heorem 2.3 where p is the Tychonov product topology and r is the box product 
topology. 
These corollaries (at least in SI: me restricted form) have been obtained earlier by 
different methods. In fact, Alstt r and T. Przymusinski [ 161 have given a unified 
treatment of these results by introducing the nation of co-t;PtetrizabiZity They ~3~49 a 
space (X, r) co-metrizable if there is a separable metric topology p on X such th;at ii) 
T, and (ii) 7 is p-regular, i.e. every p E X has a r-neighborhood basis consisting of 
e basic result th get reads as follows: If I’4 4.: then every 
co-metrizable s of less than 2” cp act sets is nor-ma!. The 
er with Theorem 2.3 clearly yields the same result. 
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Ehnti 3,4, Suppose X is a <set, p md T are topologies on X mh that 
(0 P = “r, 
(ii) 7 is p-reg&kt ; 
moreover Y 3 X and $ is a Ts topokgy oyk Y with 
(3) p.= p’ r X‘ (i.e. p is the subspace topology on X irtduced by p’). l’%en thm is Q 
topology T’ on Y #such thlzt 
(i’) # 3& 
(ii’) 7’ is p’-regulm and 
( ) iii’ 7 = rr 1 X. 
Proof. We define the tupology r’ on Y by determining aneighborhood basis 
each point y E 1’. If p E Y\X then we simply put g(p) = {{p}), Le. p is isolated. 
ForpEXweput 
SF(p) = {cl p’(U): p E U E T). 
First we have to check that this indeed d&es a topology 7’ on Y. The only 
non-trivial case here is l,vhen p E X, cl $( U)E S(p) and we need show that there is a 
cl p’(V) E S(p) such that for all q E cl p’(V) the set cl p’(U) is a &neighborhood of q. 
Using (iij there is a VE T such that p E V c cl p(V) c U. Then, by (iii), q E 
clp’(V)nX implies qdp(V$ c U, hence clp’(zI)~ ), while the points in 
4 $[V)\X are Isolated, hence cl p”(U) is again a neighborhood for them. 
To see (i’), let G be an arbitrary $-neighborhood of a point p E Y. If g E Y\X, 
trivially G is also a T-neighborhood. If p E X, use the fact that 9’ is T3 to find a &open 
W with p c W c cl p’( W)c G, Tht-:n U = 1Y n X E p c I, consequently cl ~‘(U)E 
FgP) and, f o course cl p’(‘U)c 13, hence G is again a #-neighborhood of p. (ii’) is 
trivial from the definition, finally for any p E X, by (iii), the family 
{cl p(U): p E u E 7) 
forms a (7’ 1 X&neighborhood basis, while by (ii) this same family is also a “I”- 
neighborhood basis at p. Thus (iii’) is also true. 
Corstlary 3.5 (MA). Let T be a speciur’ t,we. Then T E S (2”, 2”). 
The proof is immediate from Theorem 23 and Lemma 2.6. Since under MA+ 7 
CH c:very &onszajn tree is special, Fleissner’s result [4] about the normality of 
Aronszajn trees under MA -+ 1CH follo\vs from this in~mediately. 
(MA). Let X be a subspmx? of my of the spaces mentim 
above cordaries with IX1 < 2w. Tiaen x i,s perfectly ~~r~~~. 
irectly it follows only fro thcst: corollaries t is 
as is of course any small (i.e. of size < 2”) subspace of a space in S(2”, 2”). Hswever Et 
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is easy to check that for any of ok above mentioned spaces Y, in addition to 
Y ES(~@‘, 23, we always have Y X(U + 1)~ S(2”, 2”) as well. (Here ce, + 1 is a 
topologically.) Hence we get that X x (o + 1) is aisa 
~~~redit~~~y nomd, which, by the following rest& of Kat&ov [ I3 J, yields us that X is 
3.‘L Let X be R topological space such that X x (W + 1) is hereditarily 
n X is per$ectly normal. 
4. New results 
e first obtain a partial strengt ening of Tllc xem 2.3, using the following. 
Pm I 4.1. If E is a compae*t space with a countable strong +-base 3, then E is 
second countable, hence pe@vr. 
Proof. This is well known. It is easy to show that an open basis for E is {U: U is the 
intersection of a finite subcoller=tion f Q-. 
Theorem 4.2 (MA). Let X be a locally compact space with a countable strong $-base. 
If X is the union of c 2” compact subsets, then X is perfectly normal. 
Proof. Let o + 1 be the convergent sequence topologicati;; and let X x (U + l)= 
u (E,: a E K} where K < 2” and each E, is compact. Let Y be any open subs$ace of 
X x (w + 1). By Theorem 2.3 Y is in S(2”, 2”). I-Iowever, by Proposition 4.1, each 
Y nE, is the union of countably many compact sets {J!& : n E w}. ‘Therefore 
‘ly = u (Ea,n : a E K and n E O} and hence Y is normal. Therefore X x (o + 1) is 
hereditarily normal and so by Proposition 3.7, X is perfectly normal. 
Remark 4% If X is a locally compact space with a countable strong $-base and X is 
the union of < 2w compact subsets, then X is co-metrizablc by Theorems 4.2 and 2.9. 
We shall make in this sectian essential use of the following result due to Flcissner 
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Let X be a countably paracomp space and piX> deme the 
lar open SU~.WS of X. Then ID I< p hokis for every chew discrete 
subset D of X. 
g proposition is an easy corollary to this and the well-known fact 
(cf. e.g. [ 171) that p(X)“’ = p(X), hence cf(p(X))>w. 
Theorem 4.6 (MA). If X is locally compact, countably paracompac?, 
subparaeompac:tY Wi3 and has a regular Gs diagonal, then X is perfectly ~rrnal. 
ProoIL Since a compact space with a GG diagonal is (separable) metrizable it follows 
easily that x(X)= cr3 and d(X)= w. Consequently w(X)S 2” and p(X)c 
w(X)“‘“’ - 2”, hence by Proposition 4.5 X is the union of <2” compact sets. By 
Theorem 4.2 then the perfect normality of X follows if X has a countable strong 
#-base. This however follows from Lemma 2.7. 
Remark 4.7, The proof of Theorem 4.6 actually shows that for each n E o, X” is a 
locally compact space with a countable strong @-base and which is the union of ~2” 
compact sets, and hence X” is perfectly normai under MA. Similariy, under MA? if X 
is a locally compact separable space which is the union of <2” compact subsets, then 
.X2 is perfectly normal iff X” is perfectly normal for each n E o. 
The following lemma is proved under the hypothesis that o 6 K < 2” implies 
2” =- 2Y This is valid e.g. if MA is. Moreover it implies that 2O;’ isa regular cardinal. 
Lemma &8. Assume that cc! s K < 2” &plies 2” = 2”‘. Let X be a countably para- 
compact carod sub paracompzct space such that x(X)? C 2” awi every p E X has a 
compact neighborhood CP such that c (CP) < 2@. Then for every subspace A c X with 
c(A) < 2“’ there is a clopen ‘Y c X containing A which is the union of less than 2@ 
compact sets, 
Proof. Since c(A) = c (A), we can c ,?vious’ly assume that A is closed in X. We show 
first that A is the union of less than I_ J compact sets, By Proposition 4.5 it will suffice 
for this to show that p(.+I& 2? Since u(X.)’ < 2” and c(A)< 2”, we have e.g. by 2. “96 
of [7] that IAl G 2’(A) l x(A) = 2”, he : ce clearl;p w(A)< 2O” as well. Bus then Pi 
w (A)c’A’ G 2”, which was to be shoWY! i. 
‘.Vext we define by transfinite in:., iction for each a! < x(X)’ a set A, c: X as 
follows. Put A0 = A and assume that 11 < x(X)* and for each #3 c ey we have already 
defined a set A@ which is the union ~4’ ess than 2W compact sets. Since 2” is regular, 
we have then U {A@: 113 <a] = U {K, : --+),whereg<2”an each K, is compact. 
By assumption, every K, can be co! c P’ t -I by an open set c/, [of cf:mpact closure) such 
that c(VY)C!~. Define A, byput;rir:(a 1, =~(U,,: PCK}. Thusace have 
md clearly 
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hence c(A,)< 2” as well. Since Ax is closed, we have then that A, is the union of 
c2” compact sets. Thus the induction goes through for 211 LY < x (X)‘. We claim that 
Y = il(A,: ar < x (X)*) is as required. 
Indeed, it is clear from the construction that Y ds apen and the union of <2” 
compact sets, while its closedness follows from the fact that it is a x(X)+-type 
union uf closed sets. 
The next heorem is ra her general, hence its somewhat complicated formulation. 
A). Suppose X is countably paracompact, subparacompact. 
X has a compact neighborhood CP with c(C,) < 2”, a+qd X has a 
comtable strong e-base. Then X” E N(2”, 00) for each n E o. 
ptoof. Let H and K be disjoint closed subsets of X” with H = U{H.: v c: K}, where 
very H, is compact. Let 7t, denote the ith projection of X” onto X. Then 
7ri(HU) is compact in X, hence it can be covered by an open set & with c(&,:)< 2”. 
But then ri(H)c Oi =Ll(Ups~: v <K} and clearly C(Ui)C 2”. By Lemma 4.8 there is 
a clopen Yi 3 Ui which is the union 0: < 2” compact sets. Now we have H a= Y = 
X { Yi: i < n}; here Y is a clopen s:* **set of X” and also the union of less than 2” 
compact sets. Since X has a countable strong +-base, so does X”, hence Y too. 
Consequently, Theoren; 4.2 can be applied to any two disjoint closed subsets of Y, in 
particular to H and Y nK, so if V and W are disjoint neighborhoods of H and 
Y n K in Y, then V and W u (Xn\Y) are disjoint neighborhoods of H and K in X”. 
CoroUary 4.10 (MA+ --\CH). If X is a locally compact normal Moore space, then 
X” E N(2”, 00) for all n E o. 
The proof is immediate from Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 2.5. 
ComUaay 4.11 (MA + --CH). If Xis a locally comp~ ct normal Moore space with any of 
the following properties (a)-(c), then X” is normal jbr every n E o. 
(a) c(X)< 2”; 
(b) L(X)< 2”; 
(c) X is connected. 
Proof. lr,deeil, it follows from Corollary 4.10 that X” is normal if X can be written 
as the union of ~2” compact sets. Moreover, it is easy to see that, in view of Lemma 
4.8, any of the properties (a)-(c) implies this. 
Corollary 4.11 w3s proved for d(X) < 2” in [ 161. 
E.K. van Douwen, Functions frorr, the integers to the 1. tegers and topology (to appear). 
Piuiey-Roy topology on spaces of subsets, in: C.M. Weed, cd.. Set-theoret!: 
iea3, Xew York, 1937). 
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